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HEAD-TURNING DESIGN

With its low, dynamic shape, aggressive front end
and seely, muscular syle, the PEUGEOT 508
heralds a new era of sportiness and elegance. Its
sculpted lines, fnely detailed grill and new light
signature emphasise its sleek, bold and innovative
spirit. 

Expert design ensures uncompromising aeshetics
and quality: its balanced proportions, frameless
doors, and overall fnish has been designed with
precision so that each detail adds its own touch of
elegance and perfection.

MODEL OVERVIEW VARIANTS DESIGN TECHNOLOGY PERFORMANCE & SAFETY

PEUGEOT 508

Appreciate the PEUGEOT 508's radical and bold design. Enjoy an outsanding driving experience and advanced technological innovations.
 
With our Power of Choice* commitment, choose your PEUGEOT 508 equipped with an efcient internal combusion engine (ICE) or plug-in hybrid engine,
with up to 55km(WLTP**) of electric driving range in Electric mode. Electric efciency for everyday, Hybrid performance to go further.
 
*Includes the freedom to choose between petrol or plug-in hybrid engines.

**The electric range achieved in real world conditions will depend upon a number of factors including, but not limited to: the accessories ftted (pre and pos

regisration); the sarting charge of the battery; variations in weather, driving syles and vehicle load. The WLTP (Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicles Tes

Procedure) is used to measure fuel consumption, electric range and CO2 fgures.

MORE ON DESIGN
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

Experience the agile and visionary driving position
of that PEUGEOT 508 with its compact seering
wheel, confgurable 12.3” head-up digital
insrument panel and 10” HD capacitive
touchscreen. For an unrivalled driving experience,
luxuriate in the comfort of the seats, the multipoint
massage function and its FOCAL® Hi-Fi sound
ofering crysal clear sound.

PULSE-RACING PERFORMANCE

The PEUGEOT 508 ofers fexible driving and
exceptional road-handling thanks to its active
suspension. The efcient PureTech engine and
EAT8 automatic gearbox enhance your driving
pleasure for an even more enjoyable experience
behind the wheel. With its sharp seering and
exemplary road holding reinforced by controlled
active suspension, the PEUGEOT 508 enhances
your driving pleasure and freedom of movement.

The PEUGEOT 508 HYBRID, ofers you a smooth
driving experience and exemplary handling
enhanced by Active Suspension^ .

Choose the engine that suits you:

^Active suspension allows the driver to select a driving mode by controlling the suspension in three mods: normal, comfort or sport.

^^Stop & Start: automatic engine sop and resart sysem to save fuel and reduce pollution

MORE ON TECHNOLOGY

With the Plug-in Hybrid engine, appreciate the
versatility of driving. In electric mode, you can
about the pleasure of driving in complete silence ,
with little vibration.

•

With an ICE engine, you choose from high-
performance and efficient petrol , engine,
equipped with Stop & start function^^

•

MORE ON PERFORMANCE & SAFETY
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PEUGEOT CARE ACROSS THE RANGE
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PHOTO GALLERY

PEUGEOT NEW CAR WARRANTY

Discover the comprehensive PEUGEOT new car
warranty available with all new PEUGEOT
vehicles. 5-Year/unlimited kilometre warranty on
all new passenger vehicles. *Terms and
conditions apply.

LEARN MORE

PEUGEOT ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

PEUGEOT Roadside Assisance has been
designed to give you total piece of mind. One
phone call delivers Ausralia-wide help, at any
time of day or night.

^5-Year roadside assis on all new PEUGEOT
vehicles.

LEARN MORE

ASSURED SERVICE PRICE PROMISE

PEUGEOT Price Promise Program provides you with
a quality service for a maximum price nationally for
each of the frs fve (5) scheduled services
(conducted annually or at specifed km milesones,
whichever occurs frs).

LEARN MORE
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ACCESSORISE AND PERSONALISE

Enhance and personalise your PEUGEOT 508 to
suit your lifesyle thanks to an extensive range of
accessories.

Take the time to browse, create  your wishlis, and
submit to your local PEUGEOT dealer.
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”It’s a well rounded and complete ofering with genuine touches of luxury and some
advanced engineering baked in, and desined to remain a niche player, but one that
warrants invesigation for buyers interesed in dynamic, dramatic and exclusive motoring.”

Kez Casey, CarAdvice

”The new Peugeot 508 is a bolt from the blue after its conservative predecessor.
Beautifully syled, packed with suf - and with a price tag to match - the sleek Sportwagon
seeks to lure you from the sandard choice of SUV into a more traditional sation wagon.”

Peter Anderson, Carsguide

VIEW ALL-NEW PEUGEOT 508 ACCESSORIES

https://peugeotaccessories.com.au/Accessories/Model/PEUGEOT-508?lcdv16=1PR8A4000000A4&compagneParameter=true
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”...a sylish body and better than average efciency and after-sales provisions and the
Peugeot 508 GT truly sands head and shoulders above its rivals.”

Matt Brogan, Motoring

OTHERS HAVE ALSO LOOKED AT..
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